Abstract. pre-impact speed of the vehicle in the road traffic accident is the important index of dealing with traffic accidents responsibility. We investigate the relation between the road adhesion coefficient and the vehicle side-sliding angle, to constructing adhesion coefficient ellipse equation and then building the precise mathematical model, application on integral principle restructure solving post-impact equivalent velocity mathematical model building. In terms of actual case comparative analysis, the proposed method of in this paper improves 8% for calculation post-impact velocity of the vehicle than the traditional method in the traffic accident. Therefore the calculated method is great significance for guarantee judicial fairness.
Introduction
Estimated pre-impact velocity of the vehicle in the road traffic accident is the most importance project for judicial identical work [1] . As is well known. traffic accident calculation method be difficulty criterion. Obviously, the methods of debating how to deal with some issue about calculating impact speed are directly significant.
In terms of classical mechanics, we can tell that the object with kinetic energy move some stopping places, whose kinetic energy is wholly consumed by the friction working. This kinetic process is described as follows , Where is gravity acceleration; is friction coefficient mapping; is sliding distant.
The initial speed of vehicles beginning sliding is solved by [2] [3] [4] . But on a different impact position and impact angle, with rotation in the process of the vehicle sliding, the road adhesion coefficient is change from them.
Equivalent adhesion coefficient
The adhesion coefficient is importance for calcultaiting pre-impace speed. The adhesion coefficient is also related with the road material and rough surface and so on [2, 3] .The concept of the equivalent adhesion coefficient is significant in traffic accident mechanics. Since each tire adhesion coefficient is different, but their integration effect is substituted one parameter that is so called the equivalent adhesion coefficient. This parameter is very convenient analysis and study on issue.
The purpose of this paper does not investigate intrinsic reason on the road adhesion coefficient [3] . we only investigate any side-sliding angles how to solve equivalent adhesion coefficient, whose problem is nearly investigated in related literature [4] . is the road adhesion coefficient, [4, 5] . Supposed is the vehicle side-sliding angle, then the vehicle motive state is described as follows: (2) can deduce as: (3) Where , . Equation (3) is famous adhesion coefficient ellipse. If , adhesion coefficient ellipse can be described as follows [6, 7] : (4) So we can know that equivalent adhesion coefficient is related with side-sliding angles.
Post-impact equivalent speed
When the traffic accident occurs, vehicles maybe slide or rotate. So there exists the angle between the orient of the vehicle running and the vehicle mass center trajectory, where angular rotation and angular velocity are variable, but angular acceleration is constant value. After the vehicle has impacted, the motive state of vehicle side-sliding and rotating is described as follows: Where is gravity acceleration; is longitudinal adhesion coefficient; is auto wheel-base; is vehicles rotation angle;
is polynomial fitting function of vehicle mass center movement trajectory curve. On the other words, in the Fig.4 curve equation of the vehicle mass center trajectory movement is described as follows:
. Where the post-impact vehicle mass center movement trajectory is polynomial fitting function, is proper power.
Vehicles sliding consumption energy
According to sliding angle concept, the angle between velocity orientation of any position in the curve equation and vehicles initial sliding state is
In terms of equation (5), equivalent adhesion coefficient can be described as follows: 
Vehicles rotation consumption energy
Supposed vehicles mass center lies in the vehicle geometric center, then vehicles rotation consumption energy is
Where m is an accident vehicle mass, g is gravity acceleration, ϕ is longitudinal adhesion coefficient, L is vehicles wheelbase, α is vehicles rotation angle.
Vehicles post-impact equivalent velocity
According to vehicles sliding and rotation consumption energy to calculate post-impact equivalent velocity, in terms of equation (9) and (10) Where is gravity acceleration; is longitudinal adhesion coefficient; is auto wheel-base; is vehicles rotation angle; is polynomial fitting function of vehicle mass center movement trajectory curve.
Analyzing on actual case
Accident scene being described as follows figure. now in terms of the police investigation data at the scene is to analyze post-impact equivalent velocity of accident vehicles. . For this case, the method of this paper improves 8% calculation accuracy, so this method is significant for calculating accident vehicles pre-impact velocity.
Conclusions
The analysis of pre-impact velocity of accident vehicles is mostly important technical index in the course analysis of traffic accident with sliding and rotation movement of post-impact vehicles. When vehicles sliding, the road adhesion coefficient is anisotropic, namely sliding adhesion coefficient is not longitudinal adhesion coefficient, but crosswise adhesion coefficient. According to this point we build accurate mathematical model to describe this physical process, improving calculation accuracy of post-impact equivalent velocity, further more providing the scientific and technical basis for analysis of pre-impact velocity of accident vehicles.
